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Statement from the Office of the Attorney General: 

 

In accordance with the recent matters involving Student Advocate General, Ms. Grecia Martinez’s standing as a student in the 

Fall of 2018, the Attorney General’s office has been investigating the situation centered around Ms. Martinez’s actions in relation 

to University Policies and AS Legal Code. The following has been concluded: 

 

The UCSB Office of Registrar allows students to petition to withdraw up until the last day of week 10. In the case of Ms. Martinez, 

the evidence indicates that she withdrew on November 27, 2018, week nine of fall quarter, which indicates her student status as 

“Withdrawn” for Fall of 2018 (as indicated by Exhibit “B”). Ms. Martinez then immediately requested for a readmission allowing 

her to continue as a student during the following winter quarter. That request was granted and she is currently a full-time 

student, which can be seen in Exhibit “B” and Exhibit “A.” 

 

In the AS Legal Code, Article XVI, Section 5(A) states that " Appointed and Elected Officers shall be required to complete a 

minimum of six (6) units per quarter and maintain at least a two point zero (2.0) cumulative grade point average during the term 

of office." It is apparent through the UCSB Public Verification service (designed for third party entities to verify a student’s 

directory information) that Ms. Martinez had withdrawn during the Fall Quarter of 2018 as marked by Exhibit “A” below. Upon 

communication with the Office of the Registrar at (805) 893-3592, University Policies were made evident and withdrawing from 

a quarter equates incomplete units and therefore it would not have been possible for Ms. Martinez to meet that (6) unit 

requirement expected from “Appointed and Elected officers.” Due to the Office of Registrar’s clarification that withdrawals 

translate to incomplete units, Ms. Martinez has violated AS Legal Code Article XVI, Section 5(A). 

 

However, with all this information, the course of action regarding Ms. Martinez becomes unclear due to the fact that the 

requirements for elected officers start and end in that very article the Legal Code. Yet again, the Office of the Attorney General 

is faced with the ambiguity held within the AS Legal Code, which leaves many questions unanswered and many consequences, if 

any, to be determined. Nowhere in the legal code does it state what the implications for the incompletion of (6) units are and 

nowhere in the legal code does it discuss actions on an elected official’s honoraria in the case of such incompletion. The only 

direction the legal code gives us on the matter of honoraria is that it is the Honoraria Committee’s duty to “Review the levels of 

honoraria throughout the entire Association in the Winter quarter of every even numbered year” as per Section 14(E)(6) under 

Legislative Committees of Article VI. Additionally, as per the legal code, the Honoraria Committee has no direction on how to 

handle situations like Ms. Martinez’s (or any honoraria earning student), where there was a withdrawal of student’s standing 

after the honoraria had already been dispersed. 

The ambiguity of the legal code on the Ms. Martinez’s case is simply a microcosm of the larger problem at hand with the text: 

countless incompletions and uncertain instructions that arise only when cases pertaining to such occur. As the February 20, 2019, 

Daily Nexus article uncovered, “four A.S. Executives over the last 5 years were not enrolled in school,” further exposing the 

obvious systematic error in the structure of the legal code. Although the Office of the Attorney General cannot alter the Legal 

Code directly we can offer guidance to any and all Senators that are willing to start the overdue process of writing legislative 

remedies. Specifically, updating areas that discuss qualifications and requirements for holding an office position and introducing 

possible sanctions to ensure compliance to such. I furthermore implore Judicial Counsel to enforce this needed change by issuing 

an advisory statement to the Senate. 
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